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cannot be said to be much of a crime as he kills without
thinking; yet he has to learn that murder is a thing he
must not do. So, in the post-mortem life, he has a short
suffering of this kind, short because there was very little
mental effort behind, and because there was merely the
sudden emotion, leading to the commission of that action*
That is part of the useful instruction which helps in the
evolution of the savage : he learns that murder is wrong by
finding that it works out painfully for him. But of course
those who are more evolved would suffer for a very much
longer period if they committed a similar offence.
The folly in suicide is that people erroneously
expect to escape life, and then they find themselves stilt
alive. That is the futility of the whole thing. Suicide
depends chiefly upon ignorance. If people be convinced
that they cannot escape, that the results of actions are
inevitable, that will work upon their minds when there is
a sudden impulse to suicide from the desire to escape-
They cannot escape, but, on the contrary, fall, as it were,.
from the frying-pan into the fire ; they have to suffer there
more than on the physical plane, because they are working
in subtler matter, in which the impact of feeling, owing to
less of wastage in moving the light astral matter, is.
stronger in its effect upon consciousness than on the
physical plane.
The suicide is very apt to turn up at a spiritualistic
seance.  He may be induced by the people who try
to help him on the other side of death, to accept the
inevitable results of his action patiently and quietly;
but often he rejects the good advice and attempts to
regain a hold upon life by wrongful means. Such a man—l
as well as a victim of sudden death whose earth-life has
been brutal, selfish and sensual—inflamed with all kinds of

